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GUIDE TO
DIGITAL
MARKETING
FOR YOUR LAW FIRM

“STOPPING
ADVERTISING
TO SAVE
MONEY IS LIKE
STOPPING YOUR
WATCH TO
SAVE TIME.”
HENRY FORD

We offer a FREE Marketing Analysis
To identify gaps and opportunities in your digital
marketing mix.
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We respect your time
We know that your time is valuable and our response
time is the best in the industry.
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We will teach you
We will give you at least one takeaway from our initial
meeting that will help your business.

the atb team
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BRANDING
“Your brand is the single most
important investment you can make
in your business.” – Steve Forbes

WEBSITE BASICS
“Your website is the center of your digital
eco-system, like a brick and mortar
location, the experience matters once a
customer enters, just as much as the
perception they have of you before they
walk through the door.” – Leland Dieno

CONTENT
“Traditional marketing and advertising is
telling the world you’re a rock star.
Content marketing is showing the world
that you are one.” – Robert Rose

INDEX
SEARCH
“Without strategy, content is just stuff,
and the world has enough stuff.” – Arjun
Basu

REPUTATION
MANAGMENT
“Your brand name is only as good as
your reputation.” – Richard Branson

CITATION
MANAGEMENT
"Strive not to be a success, but rather to
be of value." -Albert Einstein
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brand

Creating Your Brand
The Four Pillars of Creating Your Law Firm’s Brand
Branding is so much more than just a logo. Branding
portrays how people feel about your business online.
These four pillars will form the foundation for your
branding efforts:
1. Your Target Audience: Speaking to everyone
means you are speaking to no one. Focus on
creating a brand that resonates with your
prospective clients.
2. Your Mission Statement: What is your why? Why
did you get into law? Who are you hoping to help
with your legal services? What is the passion that
drives you?
3. Your Brand’s Voice: Having a consistent brand
voice will help you establish rapport with your
target audience, whether you mirror your
personal voice or create a unique voice for your
law firm.
4. Your Brand’s Identity: A strong brand identity –
logos, colors, and fonts – is crucial for
establishing brand recognition among your target
audience.

Take a Deeper Dive into Your Target Audience
Questions to ponder include:
1. Who Are They? What are their age, gender, and
stage of life?
2. Where Are They? Where are they located, what do
they do for a living, and what social circles do they
run in?
3. What Are Their Interests? What do they like to do in
person and online? Who do they follow on social
media? What sources of entertainment are they
into?
4. What Is Their Purchasing Power? Do they have
disposable income they can spend on legal
services? Do they have financial concerns your
practice can address?
5. What Motivates Them? Demonstrate how you can
help them achieve their personal and professional
goals.
6. What Challenges Them? What are they struggling
with? How can your legal services make things
better?
7. Who Do They Trust? Where do they get their
information and who influences their decisions?
Tapping into that can open the door to them
engaging with your firm.

Mission Statement
Example
A mission statement should be actionbased and tap into what interests and
motivates your target audience. Consider
the following example for a family law firm:
Family Law Firm offers compassionate
representation and knowledgeable
counsel for men, women, and children
in Parts Unknown. We position our
clients for a brighter future by
protecting their legal rights, financial
interests, and relationships.

selecting a font
Selecting a Font
You need to choose at least three different fonts:
Logo font
Headline font
Paragraph font
Fonts to Avoid
Comic Sans
The most hated font of all.
Using Comic Sans in branding materials is a good
way to tell your audience that you are an
unprofessional dolt who will screw up their legal
matter.
Don’t believe it? Even comic books don’t use comic
sans for their branding materials.

Times New Roman
Yawn…
There’s really nothing wrong with Times New Roman,
there are just more interesting fonts that are better
for differentiating your branding.
Papyrus
Always the bridesmaid, never the bride.
Papyrus is easily the second most hated font. It has
been the subject of many jokes, including an SNL kit
dedicated to making fun of it.
Brush Script
Brush? Let’s take the “r” out because this is one
bush league font. Its attempt to emulate a
signature is a joke you don’t need on your marketing
materials.
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Website
Basics

Mobile Responsiveness
Does your website respond to all different screen
sizes? With Google now indexing the mobile version of
websites first, the mobile version of your site is more
important than ever.
WordPress
At least a third of the internet is on WordPress because
it is the most user friendly platform as well as the
foundation for search engine optimization.
Security
Building your site with security is of the utmost
importance in today’s world. It sends a message to
potential clients that you value their privacy and are
worth their trust.
Conversion
Is your current website built to convert prospects into
clients? It is crucial to have your contact information
visible in many places and make it easy for prospective
clients to get in touch with you.

03.
CONTENT

“Content marketing is really like a first date. If
all you do is talk about yourself, there won’t be a
second date.” – David Beebe
“Traditional marketing talks at people. Content
marketing talks with them.” – Doug Kessler

Content Is King
“Content is king” is a phrase nearly as old as digital
marketing itself. However, not all content is created equal.
It is important to make sure that the substance of your
content is serving your firm’s strategic marketing goals.
Whether you are looking to inform potential clients via
long-form content, give them something to think about
with a blog post or engage with them on social media, it is
crucial to publish content that resonates with your desired
audience.
One of the best ways to make sure you keep your content
on track is to focus on telling your client’s story. No matter
what story you are telling, make sure your client is always
the hero.
How to Provide Value in Content Marketing
Educate your audience
Entertain (don’t be afraid to show your personality)
Inspire
Why Provide Value?
Increases visibility and engagement
Builds brand recognition
Engaged users = $$$

Website Content
At the bare minimum, have the following types of pages:
Home page
About/Attorney Profile
Practice Area (Criminal Defense, Personal Injury,
Estate Planning, etc.)
Contact
Blog Content
Blogs provide an opportunity to create useful and
engaging content on a regular basis, including:
Posts tying current events to your area of practice
Long-form content that answers anticipated user
questions
Posts designed to be shared on social media
platforms such as Facebook
Question-Centric Content
Content that answers the users’ anticipated questions is
useful and highly engaging, providing immense value.
Question-centric content is great for increasing longtail search visibility.
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Search Engine Optimization (SEO)
& Search Engine Marketing (SEM)

What Is SEO?
SEO stands for Search Engine Optimization. It is the
process of improving your site to increase its visibility
on search engines such as Google.
What Is SEM?
This is a catch-all term that includes all tactics used to
increase website search rank and generate traffic on
the web, including organic (unpaid) search engine
optimization and pay-per-click (PPC) advertising.
How Do Search Engines Work?
Search engines use bots to crawl pages on the web,
collecting information and indexing the pages.
Algorithms analyze the index and apply hundreds of
ranking factors and variables to determine the order
pages should appear in the search results for a given
query.

Types of Non-Branded Search
Non-branded search refers to search phrases made up
of keywords that do not reference a specific brand
name. “Research”, “long-tail”, and “head-term” are the
three most common types of non-branded search.
Research
Researching specific information
No clear intent on purchase
High volume
Long-Tail
Larger word count
Clear intent to buy
Individually infrequent, large in the aggregate
Head Term
Product/service + location
Clear intent
Research Searches Bring the Most Website Visits
An overwhelming number of people will visit your site
while in the research phase of looking for legal
services.
Long-Tail Searches Bring the Most Contacts
The majority of people who contact you through your
site will be found through long-tail search.
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Establishing and Protecting
Your Reputation

Focus on What You Can Control
Request reviews from your clients
Monitor reviews on Google, Facebook and
elsewhere
Respond to reviews
Requesting Reviews From Clients
Use the following pitch template to solicit reviews from
your clients:
____ (Client Name),
At ____ (Firm Name), we are constantly striving to
improve our customer service and legal practice.
Prospective clients rely on client reviews to learn about
us and determine if we are the right fit for their legal
needs. If you have a moment, we’d greatly appreciate
you leaving a review.
Thank you,
_____ (Firm Name)

Responding to Reviews
Criticism – even the constructive kind – can lead to hurt
feelings, defensiveness, and anger. After all, you have
worked hard to build a strong reputation for your firm
and do not want an inaccurate or unfair review to
tarnish it.
Before responding to reviews, take a deep breath and
consider the following tips for responding to reviews the
ethical way:
Be consistent: Respond to all online reviews or none
at all. Doing otherwise can make you look
disinterested in learning and overly sensitive.
Be careful with your words: Do not go into detail
about the underlying issue. Acknowledging an
unsatisfied client with a simple “I’m sorry” will go a
long way.
Do not argue: Resist the urge to argue in the
comments section of your reviews, no matter how
wrong their review may be.
Do not disclose case details or personal info: Being
right online is not worth violating the code of ethics.
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Consistency
is the Key to
Citation
Management

Having a consistent and unified brand online is
extremely important for creating a sound
impression with potential clients and search
engines. Unfortunately, out-of-date or incorrect
directory listings, business profiles, and citations
can muddy up your online presence.
What Exactly Are Citations?
Citations can include:
• Name, address, phone number
• Website URL
• Email address
• Business description
• Map of your business location
Why Accurate Citations are Important for Your
Firm
Google checks citations for consistency and
“______ near me” searches rely on accurate
citations to populate results. These call-to-action
searches have a clear intent and lead to the
highest rate of conversion.

“Life is a never ending journey of
reaching out of our comfort
zone. We can always reach new
levels.” – Matthew Donnelly

The End of This EBook is Only the Beginning of
Your Marketing Journey
We hope you have found this eBook helpful as you
consider your next steps for marketing your law
firm. It is our sincere hope that your firm will flourish
to the point you can no longer keep up with your
own marketing.
When that day comes, get in touch!

